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Sailing, The Mighty Metedeconk and Quality of Life

So one of the things I’ve learned these past few months is that I shouldn’t commit to write something on a monthly basis, which is what I 
said I would do in my last (and first) Ramble back in May, unless I’ve got a plan for doing that. So my apologies for the delay and going for-
ward I’ll be Rambling when the spirit moves me rather than try to force something on a monthly basis. Note that I had a couple false starts 
with this the past few months, but it’s another Sunday morning, August 30th... can’t believe September is here, and I’m ready to Ramble!

On the business front, it’s been great to connect with our clients again the past few months, albeit via Zoom or phone. I much prefer to meet 
face to face, but I’m finding that these video chats are working well. Contrary to my preconceived notions, I don’t mind them at all. There 
really is an efficiency to using this technology, both for our clients and for us, and it’s just as effective. We will get back to hosting in office 
meetings when the time is right, but I fully expect that we will continue using video technology as a mode of client communication and 
service. Of course your point of view on this is important to us and while the feedback to date has been positive, if you have any questions or 
concerns, please share that with us.

On the personal side of life, the past few months have been hectic but pretty good, much better than the prior three months to say the least. 
Most of you know that I’m a sailor. My dad taught my brother and I to sail at an early age. I think I was 10 years old when my Dad, Ken, soon 
to be eight, and I boarded our 10’ (yes, I said ten foot) Cape Dory with its red and white striped sail and tacked our way east up Beaverdam 
Creek, under the “green bridge” and out into Barnegat Bay. This was big! We rounded the point (near where my brother lives today) in our 
ten foot vessel, headed south, then west into what our family always called “The Mighty Metedeconk”. My embellished memory of this was 
that it was blowing hard and there were white caps! I was ten. It was then that Dad handed me the tiller while he manned the main sheet (the 
only sheet!) and commanded that I “pick a point and head to it”! He taught us how to steer a tiller boat (vs a boat with a steering wheel) by 
pushing the tiller, which controls the rudder, in the opposite direction that you want to go. If you want to go to starboard (right), you pull (or 
push, depending on what side of the boat you’re on) the tiller to port (left) and vice versa. Of course the direction of the wind has something 
to do with how to get from point A to point B as well, but I clearly remember my Dad telling me to pick a point a point and head to it, then 
constantly reminding me to stay on course as my mind would wander (much as it does today!). So, I picked a yellow house on the south 
bank of the Metedeconk River (Brick, NJ) and did my best to stay on course! For those of you who grew up with parents from “The Greatest 
Generation”... my Dad was a WWII veteran, I’m sure you know how they raised kids. I may not have loved the proverbial iron fist parenting 
method back then, but I wouldn’t trade it for anything today. The values they instilled in us are priceless and have served me well through 
the years.

Fast forward a few years... I’ve had an 18’ Marshall Sanderling Catboat at Lake Nockamixon for the past five years. In fact, over the past 30 
years, I’ve owned four catboats made by Marshall Marine out of South Dartmouth, MA. To clarify, a catboat is not to be confused with a 
catamaran which is a multi-hulled sailboat like a Hobie Cat, a well know catamaran brand and very fun to sail... we had one of those as a 
kid as well! A catboat has a single, albeit oversized sail with a mast set forward in the bow of the boat. They have what is called a “gaff rig” 
(Google it), a centerboard, usually a tiller (the larger ones have a wheel) and they have a shallow draft which means, with the centerboard 
up, they can go “gunkholing” (again, you’ll have to Google it). Catboats are very stable as the beam (width) of the boat is, by design, half the 
length of the boat at the waterline so my Marshall Sanderling had an 8’6” beam and it weighed 2200 lbs. That’s beefy for an 18’ boat! I’m sure 
you can likely guess what my Dad’s favorite type of sailboat was... we shared a love for catboats. They have an interesting history as well, if 
you’re interested. 

So, the name of my last catboat was Son Of A Sailor, aptly named with my Dad (and Jimmy Buffett!) in mind. The truth is, my work to play 
ratio on Son Of A Sailor was not balanced which is to say that she did not get enough use. Keep in mind, I have a personal relationship 
with my boats, despite the fact that, as someone once pointed out, they are just a “thing”, so I view not using my beautiful boat as a form of 
neglect which always bothered me. I have to mention at this point in the story that Cheryl, my wife of 38 years (we celebrated our anniver-
sary this weekend!) did not share my love sailing. This was due in part because I traumatized her on more than one occasion while sailing 
the Mighty Metedeconk. Note, in 1971, my parents bought a summer bungalow on the Metedeconk River with knotty pine walls, jalousie 
windows on the front porch, a loft where my brother and I slept, a tire swing, some holly trees (dried holly leaves were tough on the feet!) 
and our very own little beach... for about $22,000! We were a blue collar family with two working parents and a grandmother, who was the 
best, living with us and we thought we died and went to heaven when we moved into that house for the summer months! Ultimately, my 
parents retired and built their retirement home on that lot and I kept a couple of my catboats there through the years. As I alluded to earlier, 
the Metedeconk can be rough with wind, a current, and white caps tossing boats around. Docking our 22’ Marshall named “Harvest Moon” 
may have caused Cheryl to not love (not hate, but not love) sailing the way I did and so, in May during the thick of COVID, I put Son Of 
A Sailor up for sale, and no surprise, she sold very quickly. I tell people that it only took me 30 years and four catboats to figure out that my 
wife didn’t love to sail (pause for laughter...)! Now here’s the good part, the gentleman who bought Son Of A Sailor told Geoff Marshall, the 
owner of Marshall Marine and my broker, that this was the perfect boat to teach his nine year old son to sail, which warmed my heart as 
the story comes full circle. Son Of A Sailor is currently being sailed on Buzzards Bay and the Nantucket Sound off of Cape Cod which is the 
perfect body of water for a beefy, stable catboat like Son Of A Sailor. I can clearly picture this young sailor out there with his Dad picking a 
point and heading to it!



There‘s more to our personal tale over the past few months. In early June, we bought a small motorhome and drove out to Colorado with 
our three dogs, to be with our kids, their wonderful spouses and our two grandson’s, Will & Jack. While, of course, we loved our family time 
during that trip, Cheryl and I came to realize that we truly enjoy the RV lifestyle. Jokingly, I tell people that four months ago I couldn’t spell 
RV and now we’re jumping in with both feet! More on that another time, I rambled on a little too long on the sailing stuff so I’m going to 
end this here and come back to our experience and plans for RVing in a future Ramble! Suffice it to say, we both love it!

Lastly, on the family front, we also got up to Burlington MA to visit our daughter and son-in-law in their new home which was great and we 
celebrated Cheryl’s 60th with family at my brother house at the shore and we cruised on The Mighty Metedeconk! It really is about quality 
of life.

At Pinnacle Advisor Group, we preach “quality of life” and “peace of mind” as part of our holistic planning process. If we can help you in 
some small way with either of those two important endeavors, we’re fulfilled. As promised, I want to close with a meaningful quote on 
Quality of Life by one of my favorite pontificators: 

With that thought in mind, I have a second Zig quote for you. As it relates to the work that we do for our clients, clearly defining goals is a 
cornerstone of our planning and investment management process.

Peace

- Tom

“If standard of living is your number one objective, quality of life almost never improves. But if quality of life is your 
number one objective, standard of living invariably improves.”

– Zig Ziglar (1926-2012)

“Goals are something that you want to be, do or have, and you have to be before you can do and 
you have to do before you can have”.

Words to live by...


